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To explore, investigate and develop design thinking for the clients Kevin and Tracey, 
whilst resolving design issues as they arise within the context of their current site.

 
The delivery of a detailed planting design solution which reconciles with the proposed 

scheme. 
 
 

Introduction

from this......

........... to this



Client Brief
 

The property is owned by Kevin and Tracy Bownes. Tracy is a professional who works in the 
city. Kevin has recently changed careers and works as a garden designer, but previously owned 

and managed a garden maintenance company and prior to that, worked in 
telecommunications and I.T. They have three children; two boys and a girl, aged between 6 and 

10 years old.
 

Tracy, Kevin and their family moved into the house two years ago. The house has a stunning 
view of the Chiltern Hills, and it was this which convinced Tracy and Kevin, that this would be 

their forever family home. The garden needs to accommodate the differing needs of the family.
 

Tracy has a busy corporate life, and uses the property for business and pleasure. She sees it as 
a haven from the pressures of her job and working in the city, and likes to sit out in the garden, 

enjoy the sun and relax. Tracy would like a garden that is neatly manicured with flowering beds. 
Tracy also uses the property for business, running corporate events such as ‘away days’. The 

garden will need to include areas that can accommodate up to thirty people.  This includes 
parking for employees as well as space for business discussions and meetings. Tracy and 

Kevin also enjoy entertaining and need sufficient parking and an outside socialising space. The 
requirements for business match those required for entertaining. 

 
Kevin enjoys gardening and sees it as a functional space to produce food and encourage 

nature. He spoke passionately about the garden and its biodiversity. His favourite area of the 
garden is the woodland to the front, and he mentioned many of the wildlife visitors including 

muntjac deer, rabbits, squirrels and jays.   Kevin has also written about his childhood memories 
on his father’s allotment and sharing the produce with friends and neighbours. This is a 

memory he would like to recreate with an area dedicated to food production and cut flowers. 
He sees this as an opportunity to encourage his children to share his love of gardening. The 

children see the garden as an adventure playground and its current design allows them to 
climb trees, ride their bikes and utilise the tennis court as an area for tennis, as well as 

basketball, football and cricket. Although, the tennis court is not to be included in the new 
design, areas for the children to explore, cycle and play ball games is essential.

 
The layout of the garden will change significantly as the tennis court is to be removed. The 

outside pool is also be removed and a new pool accommodated in a new building which will be 
attached to the house via an open glass courtyard. The new pool building will also be used to 
house the gym, so the current gym building will no longer be required. The design of the pool 

building is yet to be decided. 
 

The clients wish to retain the large oak located in the back garden, and the tall boundary 
hedges, which comprise a tall conifer hedge to the east of the property and a laurel hedge to 

the west

To summarise, they are looking for a warm and welcoming garden, with space for the 
children to play, ample space for entertaining friends and business clients, a productive 

fruit and vegetable garden, but ensuring the views to the Chilterns beyond are honoured 
and respected.

 
Kevin would also like a glasshouse.

 
Where possible, the trees should be left largely untouched, but the large oak tree in the rear 

garden is completely off limits.  Inspiration for the proposed scheme will come from the 
surrounding landscape and Kevin's love for a Gin and Tonic.



Site Consideration and 
Analysis
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Current State
First impressions as you enter through the gates 

are ones of potential, tranquility and calm, but 
with a lack of cohesion between the front and 

back.
 

The front garden is dominated by the old 
woodland, is dark and isolated, but has lots of 

potential for a cool and stylish makeover, 
bringing it into the 21st Century.

 
To the rear, the garden is dominated by the 

wonderful oak tree in the middle of the lawn and 
the giant hedge to the right.  You are lead to the 
end of the garden and the fabulous view across 
the Chilterns, but first you have to navigate past 

the odd swimming pool and the badly placed 
tennis court.  Both will have to be removed.

 
There is a lot to do, but it comes with bags of 
potential and a tremendous blank canvas to 

develop.

Project 6: Large Garden Design with Planting Detail

Summary Thoughts 
and Vision 

"While the old woodland creates an 
almost dark, magical feel to the front, 

it is isolated and lacks cohesion. 
 

The underlying design of the site is 
currently lifeless and needs to be 
lifted and lightened, delivering an 
energy, elegance and dynamism 

which the clients crave." 
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Potten End is a village in west Hertfordshire, England. It is 
located in the Chiltern Hills, two

miles east-north-east of Berkhamsted, three miles north 
west of Hemel Hempstead and two miles south east of 

the National Trust estate of Ashridge.  
 

Nearby villages include Nettleden, Great Gaddesden and 
the hamlet of Frithsden. The joint Parish Council for 

Nettleden with Potten End CP administers under Dacorum 
Borough Council.

 
The earliest description recorded dates back to 1887 

when John Bartholomew's Gazetteer
of the British Isles described Potten End like this:

Potten End, hamlet, 1½ mile E. of Berkhampstead sta., 
Herts.

 
Not much to go on!!

 
The village name derives from the earlier form "Pottern" 

which refers to a place where pots
and pottery were made. "End" is an old term common in 

Hertfordshire defining any outlying
settlement in a far corner of a parish or manor.

 
The parish of Potten End was formed in 1894.

 
Greenfields looks to be sited within the original Hollybush 

Wood and judging by the surrounding oak trees within 
Greenfields, I would say they were from the original wood.

 

History
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Legal and Planning Considerations
Greenfields sits within designated greenbelt, but sits outside the Chilterns AONB and as such is not bound by its policies and guidelines - see the insert map below.

 
Effectively, this will limit the ability to impose significant new structures within the garden, but it should not stop the relocation of the garage, so as long as it is placed 

considerately within the site.  Permission will need to be sought from Dacorum Borough Council for the relocation and redesign of the garage.  This will also involve seeking 
permission to remove three trees in the relocation process - understanding that the mature oaks were once part of Hollybush Wood, there will be Tree Preservation Orders 

to work with. 
 

Care will also be needed when dealing with the boundaries and the far end of the rear garden, so as not to alienate the neighbours and cause tension between them and the 
local authorities.
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Climate and Orientation

Situated 170m above sea level in the heart of the 
Chilterns, Potters End is a relatively cool site when 

compared to London and the other surrounding 
towns to the south and east of Greenfields.

 
The rear garden faces practically due north.

 
Image 1 highlights the difference of average daily 
temperatures with the city of London.  As you can 

see there is a massive 1.6 degrees difference 
between the two sites, plus you need to add in the 

additional height of the site itself at Greenfields, 
which will add to the temperature differential.

It is much wetter too, which is primarily to do with 
the height of the site, collecting on average an 
additional 155mm of rainfall per annum when 

compared to neighbouring London.  This is borne out 
in image 2.

 
 

image 2image 1
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Climate and Orientation  
In image 3 & 4, this best shows the cool climate which will be experienced at Greenfields.  On average, per annum, there are an additional 20 frost days per annum when compared to London.

 
What does this mean?  Well, there is no evidence of a microclimate in the gardens at Greenfields, as there is no south facing wall to capture the heat and the site is flat, so the cold air at night will not flow 

out of the gardens, front and back.  The tropical and half-hardy schemes which will survive and thrive at Kew will perish at Greenfields.  This will be further exacerbated by the additional rainfall too.
 

Favourites, such as Dicksonia antarctica, Trachycarpus fortunei, Musa basjoo, Cannas and Hedychiums would require a huge amount of maintenance and effort to survive and I expect the clients would 
not want to spend all that time protecting and lifting them every winter.

 
Planting will therefore need to be selected to survive the cold wet winters and attention will also need to be paid to drainage too, if the site is on clay.

image 4image 3
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The superficial layer is clay-with-flints 
Formation - Clay, Silt, Sand And Gravel. 

Superficial Deposits formed up to 23 million 
years ago in the Quaternary and Neogene 

Periods.
 

The bedrock is Seaford Chalk Formation and 
Newhaven Chalk Formation 

(undifferentiated) - Chalk. Sedimentary 
bedrock formed approximately 72 to 90 

million years ago in the Cretaceous Period.
 

The soil itself is relatively fertile but drainage 
is slightly impeded though, as the site is 

sloping, this should not cause any particular 
issues.

 
In summary, there is scope for a wide variety 

of plants which will thrive in the garden, but 
attention will have to be paid to the local 

climate.  Frost sensitive plants will have to be 
avoided..This is supported by the plants in 

evidence in the surrounding gardens.

Geology
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Summary Analysis
Kevin and Tracey have a diverse background from military and corporate worlds respectively, but their brief is clear.  

 
Taking in to account the site, location, climate and geology, a majority of the client's wishes can be met.

 
 Tender planting will be avoided because of the site's location at altitude within the Chilterns, but there is plenty of scope for some 

wonderful woodland schemes, which will graduate into modern perennial and prairie planting .  Material choices will be restricted, but 
modern and softened by the planting.

 
Scope for moving the garage will be considered, which in turn allows for a re-engineering of the front entrance and a fluid, energetic 

and dynamic design which can centre and rotate from the link between the house and new pool house, joining the front and rear 
gardens.

 
The proposed scheme will draw inspiration from their love of socialising and entertaining guests, but more specifically Kevin's love for 

a Gin and Tonic.  As noted earlier, It will need to deliver energy, elegance and dynamism which the clients crave.
 



Mood Board and 
"The Big Idea"
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Mood Board and "The Big Idea"

The energy, dynamism and elegance which is needed 
to lift and lighten the garden can be found in Thomas 
Heatherwick's glasshouses at the Bombay Sapphire 

Distillery in Hampshire.
 

Stunning pieces of architecture which flow and morph 
into fluid organic shapes - it's exactly what the clients 

and the gardens needs.
 

The energy of the design is inspiring, since all of the 
supporting bars distort into a central focus point as 

they enter the building.  It is so dynamic, it never 
seems to stop.......wonderful!

 
The dynamics and energy will feed straight into the 

design process, lifting and lightening the atmosphere 
of the garden.

 
This will create a space for entertaining, enjoying the 

garden and nature, areas for the children (and adults) 
to play, fruit and veg production and areas to relax and 

enjoy the stunning views.
 

Care will be needed to ensure the quieter areas are at 
ease with the scheme, as it could become 

overwhelming if not handled well.



Design Development
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Design Evolution
Learning from previous projects, I developed my big idea 

immediately and rationalised my early design thoughts to 
improve the development of my proposed design.

 
I started the development of this project with an inspirational 
source which I thought would sit well within the landscape of 

Greenfields - the Aurora Borealis.
 

The design developed well, developing organic shapes a 
wonderful curved terrace.

 
While there is a magical, if not ethereal quality to the 

inspiration source, there was unfortunately no reconciliation 
with the client, so an alternative source was needed.  
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Design Evolution
At this stage, after tutor input, I honed my focus and 

discovered two new sources of inspiration:
 

i) The Chilterns themselves - more specifically, the 
waves and intersections of the hills.  I also took 

inspiration from the sign itself.
 

ii) Thomas Heatherwick's glasshouse at the Bombay 
Sapphire Distillery in Hampshire.  Kevin loves a G&T, 

so a great reconciliation between the client and the 
inspiration source, which will spawn several dynamic 

and fluid proposals.
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i

Design Evolution - The Chiltern 
Hills

Starting with option i) - The Chiltern Hills, I examined the 
organic nature of the shape and flow of the hills to great 

effect.
 

At this stage, the garage remains in situ and the main play 
area is situated in the rear garden.

 
The design to the rear looks to fan out into the landscape, with 

the addition of offsetting geometrical shapes to house the 
glasshouse, vegetable garden and additional seating/viewing 

areas to the hills beyond.
 

The front garden would echo the same ethos as found in the 
rear, spawning organic shapes which would support the 

additional parking and adventurous woodland planting 
schemes.
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i

Design Evolution - Bombay 
Sapphire

Moving to option ii), I found my functional flows soon 
changed.  I started with the garage in situ, but this did 

not work with the flow and design of the scheme, so a 
second functional flow was needed.  The garage has 

been re-positioned to allow the design and movement 
in the garden to channel through a central focus - the 

new glass room linking the original house and the new 
pool house.

 
This would create a dramatic new entrance to the 

family home and would change the character of the 
house and surrounding garden too.

 
It is a big leap from the original client brief, but I 

believe, if the budget allows, it will vastly improve the 
feel of the house, garage, the gardens and the entire 

site itself.
 

The play area has now been moved to the front 
woodland area in the second functional plan, plus the 
viewing terrace at the bottom of the garden has been 

re-positioned to take advantage of the views down the 
valley, looking in an easterly direction. 
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Design Evolution
The fluid design was further refined and modified, 
focusing on the organic flows through the garden.

 
As you can see, Options 3A-C kept the play areas and 

veg garden in similar locations - these were my original 
thoughts using this form of inspiration.  I also looked 
at removing the focus point in 3C, but it did not work 

and the design lost its way.
 

However, in my later work, Option 3D, pulled the play 
area into the front woodland areas, the garage was re-

positioned on the western boundary and the vegetable 
garden took advantage of the increased space which 

was now available.   Zones were defined at this stage, 
keeping formality near the house, woodland and play 

areas were pulled forward into the front, while the 
productive area was pushed away from the house into 

a relaxed zone.
 

At this point, it was time to take the design into 
Sketchup and Vectorworks, so the mass, void and 

dynamism of the scheme could be fully understood 
and enjoyed.

 
Once I had resolved the reconciliation of the big idea 
with the client and their wishes, a strong, unique and 

fluid design emerged, which has allowed me to meet  
the client brief.  
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Design Evolution - Vectorworks

Now it was time for Sketchup and Vectorworks and to model the 
mass and void in 3D.  It would also begin to develop a sense of 

scale within the design and whether significant changes would be 
needed.

 
As noted in previous projects, once into Sketchup, the design 

began to evolve again, but this time the changes were minimal.
 

The plan had now developed a clear sense of dynamism, energy 
with an organic quality ,which sits comfortably within the 

surrounding environment. 
 

I started in Vectorworks and got the 2D curves bedded into the 
model first.  As they went in, I modified them slightly to improve 

the intersections within the design - (A).
 

While well received at the Crit, further minor modifications were 
needed:

 
B - The central intersection had become too congested, so it 

would be "thinned" out in future revisions.
 

C - The balance between lawn and planting was slightly off, so an 
additional lawn was taken from one of the perennial/prairie beds.

 
D - The entrance to the property was moved to allow the energy of 

the front garden design to sit well within the space.
 

E - An end point/strip/line to be single species planted which runs 
perpendicular to the eastern hedge accentuates the offset 

geometry of the hard landscaping. 
 

I would return to Vectorworks for the planting design later. 

B

C A

D

A

E
A

Woodland glade planting

Woodland glade planting

Woodland shrubs

Modern perennial

Woodland shrubs

Woodland glade planting

Modern perennial

Modern perennial

Modern perennial
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Design Evolution - Sketchup

Now it was time for Sketchup and to model the mass and 
void in 3D. 

 
 Further minor modifications were still needed:

 
A - The intersections were tidied.

 
B - The central intersection was "thinned" out to improve the 

flow through the central focal point.
 

C - The additional lawn area was added.
 

D - The vegetable garden was expanded and reconciled into 
the design.  The flow of the path which lead up to it was 

extended through and sliced straight through the raised beds.
 

E - The woodland planting areas which are set back from the 
dynamic curves provide an area of tranquility which generate 

a cool, calming balance to the scheme.
 

F - The play area and additional parking would serve a dual 
purpose.  The lawn would sit on a stabilising honeycomb 

support system which would allow overflow parking for 
Tracey's corporate events, plus it would allow ball games and 

erection of temporary structures to entertain the children. 

B

C A

A

E

A

D

E

E

E

F
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Design Evolution - Sketchup
Once into Sketchup and 3D the mass and void of the scheme 

could be assessed as well as the aesthetics of the house, 
garage and pool house too.

 
In image 1 you can see the new triple garage to the left with 

ample storage in the large roof void above the car spaces 
below.  Planning permission would be needed for this 

relocation.
 

In image 2 you can see the new pool house with the large 
viewing window out into the front garden.  To the right of the 

pool house is the new house entrance designed into the glass 
corridor linking the original house and pool.

 
Image 3 highlights the windows, remodelled old entrance and 

cladding which reconciles with the garage and poolhouse.
 

Into the back garden and image 4 shows the remodelled 
seating area on the western boundary, with new seating and 

hedging to provide a cool, private retreat on a warm sunny 
day. The cool greens and whites from the surrounding 

planting beds will add to the atmosphere.
 

Image 5 shows the redesigned vegetable garden with 
glasshouse, raised beds and new path.

 
Image 6 shows the view back to the house from the bottom 

of the garden and image 7 shows the view from the back 
terrace to the vegetable garden and the seating area on the 

eastern boundary.

image 1 image 3

image 1

image 4 image 5

image 7

image 2

image 6



Design Proposal
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Planting Board - Woodland Glade 
Planting

This scheme will occupy the beds which run along the western and 
eastern perimeters - highlighted below in the light green areas.

 
The scheme here has been designed to take advantage of the tree 

canopy and the resulting shade, which is then highlighted by an array of 
greens, polar whites and a dash of purple.

 
The scheme will be cool and calming and will sit outside of the 

energetic core design to soften the boundaries of the garden. 
 

Silver birches will also be added to bring a mid layer between the lawn 
and the surrounding trees/woodland.

 
The scheme will be randomly placed in both the front and rear garden. 

Hachonochloa macra
Astrantia major  'Alba'

Astrantia major 'Large White'
Digitalis purpurea 'Alba'

Acanthus mollis
Euphorbia robbiae

Euphorbia palustris
Liriope muscari 'Royal Purple'

Iris sibirica 'Silver Edge'
Selinum wallichianum

Alchemilla mollis
Anemone x hybrida 'Honorine Jobert'

Athyrium niponicum var pictum
Athyrium niponicum 'Regal Red

 

Planting Suggestions 
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Planting Board - Hedges and 
Shrubs

This scheme will occupy the beds which flank the new driveway and the 
bed which runs along the south western flank of the garden up to the 

edge of the garage.
 

They are shown on the plan below and highlighted in a mid 
green/brown tone.

 
They have been designed to create an intimate feeling to the driveway 

as you enter the site, shielding the house and garage until the last 
moment.

 
They will also enclose the play area  and extended lawn on the western 

side of the front garden, creating a woodland feeling beneath the 
canopy of oaks above.

 
Woodland bulbs will be interspersed for spring interest.

Carpinus hedging
Camelia  'Cornish Snow'

Viburnum davidii
Pieris 'Forest Flame'

Pieris 'Flaming Silver'
Magnolia 'Susan'

Rheum palmatum
Rodgersia aesculifolia

Helleborous foetidus

Planting Suggestions 
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Planting Board - Woodland Bulbs

In the front garden, the planting schemes are woodland focused and as 
such, a carpet of spring woodland bulbs will be needed for the floor, 

while there are no leaves on the oak trees above.
 

Primarily they will be planted in the woodland shrub beds, but others will 
be added to the front lawn and some of the woodland glade beds too.

 
The woodland glade beds will benefit from the white flowers of the 
snowdrop - Galanthus nivalis, Erythronium White Beauty, Anemone 

blanda 'White Splendour and Allium ursinum (wild garlic) 

Hyacinthoides non-scripta
Galanthus nivalis

Erythronium White Beauty
Cyclamen coum

Anemone blanda 'White Splendour'
Allium 'Purple sensation'

Allium ursinum (wild garlic)
Anemone blanda 'White Splendour'

Mixed tulips
Mixed daffodils

Planting Suggestions 
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Planting Board - Modern Perennial 
to Steppe Planting

The scheme will occupy the beds in the rear garden which flank the 
lawn and the bed in front of the pool house.

 
The scheme itself which will be relatively sustainable and will look to 
bring waves of colour from spring to autumn.  It will be designed to 

work with the austere nature and colour of the hard surface materials, 
delivering a softness and lightness of touch to subtly soften the 

energetic lines running through the garden.
 

The plant community will be one which will need little watering after the 
first year, plus it will be of low maintenance, bee and insect friendly, 

which meets the brief of both clients.
 

The colours are bright and zingy, as requested by the clients, providing a 
wonderful contrast to the cool woodland glade planting.

 
The planting itself will graduate from perennials to grasses as you move 

down through the rear garden...

 
Stipa gigantea

Stipa tenuissima
Panicum 'Shenandoah'
Selinum wallichianum

Nepeta racemosa 'Walkers Low'
Echinops bannaticus 'Taplow Blue'

Salvia nemorosa 'Caradonna'
Salvia officianallis 'Purpurascens'

Eryngium bourgatii 'Picos 
Amethyst'

Lychnis coronaria ‘Alba’
Achillea ‘Terracotta’

Verbena bonariensis
Kniphofia 'Toffee Nosed'

Crocosmia 'Emily McKenzie'
 
 
 
 

 
 

Euphorbia palustris
Allium 'Purple Sensation'

Allium cristophii
Allium sphaerocephalon

Scabiosa columbaria
Knautia macedonia

Nepeta racemosa 'Walker's Low'
Carex testacea

Stipa tenuissima
Stipa borysthenica

Iris 'Deep Purple Dream'
Iris 'Amas'

 
 

Planting Suggestions -
Summer/Autumn interest

Planting Suggestions - 
Spring interest 
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Planting Board - Trees and Lawn

 
 

Betula utilis var. jacquemontii
Malus 'Evereste'

 
 

Betula utilis var. jacquemontii will be used exclusively in the wood land 
glades beds to provide an intermediate layer between the the planting 

below and the canopy of the woodland above.
 

Malus 'Evereste' will be used  amongst the perennials and grasses to 
add height and structure and will help lead the eye down the garden.  

Again it will provide a mid layer.
 

The rear lawns will be specified to grow to a height of 100mm, thus 
allowing for the mown pathways through the design.  The same effect 

can be seen on a golf course, as highlighted in the image below. 
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Materials Board
A muted and restricted palette of materials will be 

used in the design, encouraging a stylish simplicity 
to evolve within the scheme.

 
The main areas of stone will be around the house, 
garage and pool house, using Jura grey limestone 

as seen in images 10,11 and 12.
 

The paths leading away from the limestone will be 
self binding gravel, as seen in image 9.  This will 
morph into resin bound aggregate detailing as it 

cuts through the terraces in front and behind the 
house, where it focuses on the new glass entrance 

- image 8 and 13.
 

The edging and vegetable garden planters will be in 
grey powder coated steel, which will contrast with 

the colour of the red cedar cladding and will 
reconcile with the grey powder coated windows of 

the house and pool house - image 16.
 

The limestone setts will be used for the driveway - 
image 14 and 15.

image 9

image 10

image 12

image 15 image 14 image 13

image 8

image 11 image 16
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Lighting Board
There will be three key forms of lighting in the garden on 

several separate circuits:
 

Functional - facet lights that light pathways, terrace and the 
front of the house, where there is no other lighting.

 
Aesthetic - The Malus and Betula to be moonlit, casting warm 

shadows across the woodland glade and perennial beds.  
 

Feature - a mixture of uplighting and moon lighting of the 
mature oak trees.  It will be designed to create a warmth and 

atmosphere for outdoor summer evenings, plus it will also 
provide light for the driveway too..

Aesthetic

Feature

Functional
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Design Proposal - Key 
Design Features

The key areas of the design are highlighted on the 
plan and will be discussed and visualised in more 

detail on the following slides:
 

1 - The new entrance and focal point for the entire 
design. 

2 - Rear terrace constructed from Jura grey 
limestone. 

3 - Resin bound detail continues the organic curves 
through the terrace. 

4 - Rear lawn and mown pathways.  Cut height will 
be specified at 100mm. 

5 - Modern perennial to Steppe planting beds.  
Nearest the house the planting ratio is 9:1 

perennials to grasses.  The ratio flips to 1:5 when 
the beds reach the northern boundary. 

6 -  Woodland glade planting beds.
7 - Stipa gigantea . 

8 - Seating area with sculpted seats and views to 
the Chilterns and beyond. 

9 -  Chill out seating area.  An enclosed intimate 
area to relax and unwind away from everything else.

10 - Fruit, flower and vegetable garden with 
contemporary glasshouse. 

11 - Existing Oak trees and woodland. 
12 - New driveway constructed from limestone 

setts.
13 - Woodland shrub planting to line and conceal 

the driveway.
14 - Dual parking and play area.  Parking for 10 cars 

or an area to play ball games and ride bikes.
15 - New garage, garden store and 

accommodation. 
16 - Enlarged front parking area to accommodate 

approx 10 cars.  Constructed from grey Jura 
limestone.

17 - Paths constructed from a self binding gravel to 
match the Jura limestone.

5
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Design Evolution - Final Plan:

The plan elevation 
was scaled at 1:50 @ 

A1.
 

Annotations were 
shown on the 
previous slide 
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Design Evolution - Elevations 
looking North and South

Elevation shown of the gardens looking in a southerly 
and northerly direction.  I have removed the lower 

planting mass to give an idea of the larger structure of 
the garden.
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Design Evolution - 
Aerial View

To gain an idea of the space, mass and void 
over such a large area, I pulled together an 
aerial view looking in a southerly direction.

 
At this altitude you can understand the flow 

and dynamics of the design and the 
graduation of the scheme from front garden 

to back.
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Design Proposal - 
View from the 

terrace looking 
North 

G

F

H
I

K

L

For the perspective drawings, I moved 
to pencil renderings, which were able 

to better portray the atmosphere of 
the proposed scheme, in both the 

front and rear gardens.
 

I chose this over the photo realistic 
method, as the fluid and dynamic 

design deserved the elegant portrayal 
that a hand drawn sketch can deliver.

 
The view from the terrace has been 
designed to draw the eye down the 

garden, past the oak tree and beyond 
to the Chilterns.
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Design Proposal - View from the 
Terrace to the Chillout Seating 

Area
Stood on the Terrace, and facing in a north easterly 
direction towards the Chillout Seating Area.  To the 
right, the woodland planting nudges up against the 
far edge of the terrace, while to the left, the modern 
perennial scheme with the Malus 'Evereste' sweep 

towards the horizon.
 

The image below shows the viewing position and the 
line of sight.
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Design Proposal - Seating Area

Stood on the path which crosses the garden from 
right to left and stood directly behind the large oak 

tree, looking west.
 

The seating area has been positioned to look north 
east, beyond the garden and the rolling Chiltern Hills.  

 
Two commissioned sculpted seats will adorn the 

seating area.
 

The image below shows the viewing position and the 
line of sight.
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Design Proposal - The Fruit, Flower 
and Vegetable Garden

Stood on the left path from the Terrace, looking into 
the Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Garden.  The path is 
flanked to the left by woodland glade planting and to 

the right by the modern perennial scheme.
 

The FFV garden is flanked by retaining evergreen 
hedges and comprises of eight raised planting beds, 
a contemporary glasshouse and storage behind for 

compost, tools and cold frames.
 

Fan or espalier fruit trees can be positioned along 
the perimeter.

 
The image below shows the viewing position and the 

line of sight.
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Design Proposal - The Front 
Garden

Stood, with the new Pool house behind you and 
looking south past the new garage complex on the 

right to the sweeping lawns.
 

Flanked by woodland shrubs beds left and right, they 
provide an open, yet secluded area for the children to 

play.
 

At the southern end, the bottom lawn will be 
supported with a Terram Geocell stabilisation matrix 
to allow the parking of cars on the lawn for Tracey's 

business events.
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Design Proposal - The Pool House 
and Garage

Stood on the driveway and flanked by the new Betula 
utilis 'Jacquemontii' and the sweeping woodland 

shrub beds, facing north west towards the new Pool 
House, House Entrance and new Garage Complex.



Detailed Design
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Planting Design - 
Selected Beds

There are three beds which have 
been chosen for the rear garden:

 
Planting Bed 1 - At 124.24 sqm the 
largest bed selected.  Running in a 
perpendicular arc from the terrace 

in a northerly direction. 
 

Planting Bed 2 - At 50.79 sqm the 
second largest bed, situated in 

front of the Vegetable Garden and 
running in a north westerly 

direction.
 

Planting Bed 3 - The smallest bed 
at 12.82 sqm at the northern end 

of the garden. 
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Planting Design - First Thoughts

As noted in the Site survey, the soil type is a slightly 
acid/loamy/clay soil, which will support a wide range 
of plants, especially the acid loving woodland plants.

 
Care will also have to be taken with the local climate, 

so there will be no tender or half hardy perennials 
specified.

 
Again, as noted previously, there are three main 
planting types throughout the gardens, plus the 

woodland bulbs, however for further interrogation the 
beds with a Modern Perennial scheme were selected.  

 
The aim of the scheme is to meet the original vision 

statement, as discussed in the client brief:
 

"The underlying design of the site is currently lifeless 
and needs to be lifted and lightened, delivering an 

energy, elegance and dynamism which the clients 
crave."

 
The pictures attached represent the desired effect,  

from the planting scheme, adding movement and 
energy to lift the atmosphere within the garden. 
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Planting Design - First Thoughts

Inspiration came from the local setting and the beauty 
and randomness of nature, and the way it paints a 

scene in the landscape.
 

As such, the style needed to be random in nature 
which allows for a naturalistic approach, which will 

soften the sharp edges of the terrace as sweeps along 
the rear of the house..

 
The scheme itself which will be relatively sustainable, 

will look to bring waves of colour from spring to 
autumn.

 
The plant community will be one which will need little 

watering after the first year, plus it will be of low 
maintenance, bee and insect friendly.

 
The colours are bright and zingy, as requested by the 

clients, providing a wonderful contrast to the cool 
woodland glade planting.

 
The planting itself will graduate from perennials to 

grasses as you move down through the garden, 
eventually topping out at the mass planting of Stipa 

gigantea along the northern boundary..
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Planting Design - First Thoughts

My first sketches played around with the random 
nature and graduation of perennials to grasses as you 

move down the rear garden from the terrace to 
northern boundary.

 
Along with the pictures shown previously, they allowed 
me to begin experimenting with planting combinations 

and the ratios of perennials to grasses.
 

The ratios would start at 9:1 perennials to grasses by 
the terrace, giving more colour and show for the clients 

nearer the house, easing to 1:5 ratio at the northern 
boundary.

 
The key to success with this scheme is to think big, 

create a community, use interesting shapes and limit 
the planting palette.

 
Height would come from the taller grasses and 

perennilas such as Stipa gigantea, Panicum 
'Shenandoah', Verbena bonariensis and Knautia 

macedonia.
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Planting Design - First Thoughts

In order to create the waves of colour, I needed to 
ensure there was a succession of flowers hitting 

their peak as each season progressed.  Starting in 
April after being cut back from the previous year, the 

grasses will erupt with tall fresh green growth, 
accompanied by the burst of purple and yellow from 

the Alliums and the early perennials warming the 
spring days.

 
Spring Interest (from top left):

 
Euphorbia palustris

Allium 'Purple Sensation'
Allium cristophii

Allium sphaerocephalon
Scabiosa columbaria

Knautia macedonia
Nepeta racemosa 'Walker's Low'

Carex testacea
Stipa tenuissima

Stipa borysthenica
Iris 'Deep Purple Dream'

Iris 'Amas'
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Planting Design - First Thoughts

As spring recedes, so the Alliums, Irises and Euphorbia will 
fade, but the Scabiosa, Knautia and Nepeta will soldier on 

into early summer, dying back in July. The zingy 
greens/yellows are replaced by the darkening greens and 

eventual golds of the grasses, rich purples, silver blues and 
oranges of the summer perennials.

 
As they do, they will be joined and replaced by..... 

 
Summer Interest (from top left):

 
Stipa gigantea

Stipa tenuissima
Panicum 'Shenandoah'
Selinum wallichianum

Nepeta racemosa 'Walkers Low'
Echinops bannaticus 'Taplow Blue'

Salvia nemorosa 'Caradonna'
Salvia officianallis 'Purpurascens'

Eryngium bourgatii 'Picos Amethyst'
Lychnis coronaria ‘Alba’

Achillea ‘Terracotta’
Verbena bonariensis

Kniphofia 'Toffee Nosed'
Crocosmia 'Emily McKenzie'

 
It is not only the colours, but the plant forms which dazzle 

the eye.  The globes of Echinops, the razor sharp Eryngium, 
the leggy but elegant Verbena and the elongated Kniphofia 
all contrast and tease as the summer evolves into autumn.
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Planting Design - First Thoughts

In beds two and three, multi-stemmed Malus 'Evereste' 
were selected to provide a canopy layer, kissed by the 

grasses and Verbena from mid summer onwards.
 

In the spring, the Malus are laden with blossom, 
brightening the lengthening days, while in autumn, the 
russet tones and colourful fruit add interest into early 

winter.
 

Into late autumn and winter, the grasses then take 
over, turning an electric gold in the low winter sun, their 

seed heads swaying in the winter winds, providing 
interest and form through the darkest months.
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Planting Plans: Bed 1 - 
Vectorworks

With the scheme now set, the planting 
plans were executed in Vectorworks.  

Because of the random style, the 
landscape function was used to create 

the plans.
 

As a majority of the plants had a 
350mm spread, the planting density 

per sqm was approx 9-11, though this 
varied with the larger/wider grasses 

and the skinnier Verbena. On average, 
the planting centres were set to 

300mm.
 

With a 100% coverage of plant 
percentages, 75% perennial and 25% 
grasses, Vectorworks calculates the 

number of plants needed at the 
densities specified. 

 
In bed 1 (pictured right), the planting 

ratio on the southern edge was 9:1 
perennials vs grasses, graduating to 

5:1 on the northern tip.  An illustration 
of those ratios has been placed at 

either ends of the bed.
 

The drawings were set out at 1:50 on 
A1.

Planting positions to be agreed with 
Designer before planting commences.
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Planting Plans: Bed 2 - 
Vectorworks

In bed 2 (pictured right), the planting ratio on the 
southern edge was 3:1 perennials vs grasses, 

graduating to 1:2 on the northern edge.  An 
illustration of those ratios has been placed at 

either ends of the bed.
 

With a 100% coverage of plant percentages, 50% 
perennial and 50% grasses, Vectorworks 

calculates the number of plants needed at the 
densities specified.

 
Again, set out at 1:50 on A1.

 
 

Planting positions to be agreed with 
Designer before planting commences.
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Planting Plans: Bed 3 - 
Vectorworks

In bed 3 (pictured right), the planting ratio on the 
southern edge was 1:3 perennials vs grasses, 

graduating to 1:5 on the northern edge.  An illustration 
of those ratios has been placed at either ends of the 

bed.
 

With a 100% coverage of plant percentages, 25% 
perennial and 75% grasses, Vectorworks calculates the 

number of plants needed at the densities specified.
 

Again, set out at 1:50 on A1.
 

Planting positions to be agreed with 
Designer before planting commences.
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Planting Plans: Planting Ratios - 
Vectorworks

As a separate visual aid, another planting sheet to 
demonstrate the planting ratios in each of the beds, 

based on an average of 300mm centres.
 

Each of the individual graphics are replicated on each 
planting plan for each planting bed.
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Planting 
Schedule 

The planting schedule was broken 
down into the selected beds and 

within the bed, further subdivided 
into categories:

 
Trees

Perennials
Grasses

Bulbs
 

The schedule has been broken into 
beds to assist the planting 

contractor, in order to reconcile 
with the detailed planting plan. 

 
Attached are beds 1 and 2.

 
The nursery will receive a separate 

file consolidated into one list, by 
sub categories as listed above, as 

well as the bed list.  This can be 
used to reconcile against the list 
per bed - for accuracy purposes..
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Planting Schedule 
The planting schedule was broken down 

into the selected beds and within the 
bed, further subdivided into categories:

 
Trees

Perennials
Grasses

Bulbs
 

The schedule has been broken into beds 
to assist the planting contractor, in order 

to reconcile with the detailed planting 
plan. 

 
Attached is bed 3 and totals for all 3 

beds..
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Consolidated Planting Schedule - 
Nursery Copy 

The attached list is a summary of the three beds into one consolidated list for the 
nursery to reconcile against the planting schedules per bed.

 
Both schedules (planting schedule per bed and consolidated planting schedule) have 

been supplied for accuracy, but I would ask the nursery to batch the plants per bed 
when shipping (if possible), to improve the setting out process on site. 
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Final Appraisal and Conclusion
Did it deliver the energy, elegance and dynamism?

 
Yes, in spades!

 
The key to the success of the scheme was the final source of 
inspiration.  It was a pivotal selection which drove the energy 
of the design, delivering it with a style and elegance to lift and 
rejuvenate the Greenfields site; there was an almost ethereal 

quality to the end product.
 

  The planting scheme was bold, yet considered, flowing from 
two woodland schemes at the front and merging into a 

modern perennial scheme to the rear.
 

The hard landscaping was muted, but contemporary' 
softened by the scheme and the angle of placement against 

the house and pool house.
 

In summary, it was a difficult and challenging site, but the 
client brief was met and delivered.
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"While the old woodland creates an almost dark, 
magical feel to the front, it is isolated and lacks 

cohesion.
 

The underlying design of the site is currently 
lifeless and needs to be lifted and lightened, 

delivering an energy, elegance and dynamism 
which the clients crave......."




